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A Dimensioning and Tolerancing Methodology for 
Concurrent Engineering Applications I: Problem 

Representation 
 

 

Abstract 

 
This paper is the first of two which present a methodology for determining the 

dimensional specifications of all the component parts and sub-assemblies of a 

product, according to their dimensional requirements. To achieve this goal, two 

major steps are followed, each of which is described in a paper. In the first paper, 

all relationships necessary for finding the values of dimensions and tolerances are 

represented in a matrix form, known as a Dimensional Requirements/Dimensions 

(DR/D) matrix. In the second paper, the values of individual dimensions and 

tolerances are determined by applying a comprehensive solution strategy to satisfy 

all the relationships represented in the DR/D matrix. The methodology is 

interactive and suitable for use in a Concurrent Engineering (CE) environment. 

The graphical tool presented in this paper will assist a CE team in visualizing the 

overall D&T problem and foreseeing the ramifications of decisions regarding the 

selection of dimensions and tolerances. This will assist the CE team to 

systematically determine all the controllable variables, such as dimensions, 

tolerances, and manufacturing processes. 

 

Keywords: Dimensioning and Tolerancing, Concurrent Engineering, Functional 

Dimension, Dimensional Specification 
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1.  Introduction 

Dimensioning and Tolerancing (D&T) has long been a topic of extensive research 

due to its relationship with all facets of manufacturing, including functionality, 

cost, quality and reliability. A competitive advantage can be obtained through the 

proper selection of dimensions and tolerances. However, despite all research 

efforts, the theories have not been applied in practice, and tolerances are still 

assigned based on past experiences, best guesses, or handbook data.  

In recent years, a number of tolerance analysis software packages such as Vis 

VSA [1], CETOL [2], and DCS [3] have been released commercially, but these 

have not resolved the problem either. These packages often apply statistical 

tolerancing theories (Monte Carlo simulation has been found to be the most popular 

of these) to find the combined effect of the input tolerances (part tolerances) on the 

assembly tolerance. In principle, they could be used for “what-if” analysis; 

however, they generally lack an intervention strategy. Consequently, when the 

prime objective is to determine part tolerances based on the product’s dimensional 

requirements, they are not appropriate for establishing dimensional specifications.  

This paper is the first of two which present a methodology for determining 

the dimensional specifications of all the component parts and sub-assemblies of a 

product according to their dimensional requirements. A schematic representation 

of the methodology is illustrated in Figure 1. The methodology provides a 

systematic way of converting a product’s dimensional requirements into product 

specifications. The methodology involves two major steps, each of which is 

described in a paper. In the first paper, all relationships necessary for solving 

D&T problems are represented in a matrix form, known as a Dimensional 

Requirements/Dimensions (DR/D) matrix. In the second paper, the values of 

individual dimensions and tolerances are determined by satisfying all the 

relationships represented in a DR/D matrix. This is achieved by applying a 

comprehensive solution strategy that acts in conjunction with a generic tolerance 

allocation strategy. The methodology is interactive and suitable for use in a 

Concurrent Engineering (CE) environment.  
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Figure 1: Schematic Representation of the Methodology. 

 

2.  Dimensioning and Tolerancing Issues 

Over the years, an enormous amount of research has been published on D&T, 

which makes it practically impossible to present an exhaustive review of this topic; 

hence, only the issues relevant to this paper are discussed here. Comprehensive 

treatments of the topic can be found in Chase and Parkinson [4] and Hong and 

Chang [5] with 104 and 270 reference papers cited, respectively.   

Soon after World War II, the “Inter-Service Committee for Dimensioning 

and Tolerancing of Drawings” in the United Kingdom set down the Basic 

Principles for Dimensional Analysis of Engineering, the details of which are 

available in [6]. These principles are intended to provide the designer with tools to 

perform a logical analysis of a design. A D&T methodology should be based on 

these principles.  

One major area of D&T research focused on the development of models of 

tolerance accumulation. The adopted model of tolerance accumulation is the basis 

of tolerance calculation because it represents a mathematical model that estimates 

the combined effect of component part tolerances on assembly tolerance. Various 

tolerance accumulation models are available, e.g. Worst Case (WC) model [7], 

Root Sum Square (RSS) model [7], Mean Shift model [8], Six Sigma model [9] 

and Monte Carlo model [10]. A comparison of these tolerance accumulation 

models and others are presented by Wu et al [11]. The methodology presented in 

this paper applies the WC accumulation model because it guaranties the 

interchangeability requirement, and it is also the most widely used model in the 

industry; however, if required, the proposed methodology can be modified to 

include other tolerance accumulation models.   

There are two major approaches to D&T [12, 13]: (i) tolerance analysis and 

(ii) tolerance allocation. In tolerance analysis, the component part tolerances are 

known, and the resulting assembly tolerance is calculated. Conversely, in 
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tolerance allocation, the acceptable tolerances for an assembly are known, and the 

component part tolerances are calculated to meet the requirements. Therefore, at 

the design stage, the designer mainly encounters tolerance allocation problems. It 

is worth clarifying that, although the theme of this series of papers is tolerance 

allocation, the first paper primarily deals with representation and management of a 

number of interrelated tolerance allocation problems; the second paper will 

present a comprehensive strategy for finding the values of dimensions and 

tolerances through tolerance allocation. 

Another area of D&T research is tolerance specification, which is concerned 

with the specification of tolerance types and values. The specified tolerances must 

conform to relevant international [14], national [15, 16] and company standards. 

A number of concepts have been reported such as Features and Relations used in 

Object Orientated Modelling (FROOM) [17], Technologically and Topologically 

Related Surfaces (TTRS) [18-20], Proportioned Assembly Clearance Volume 

(PACV) [21], tolerancing for function [22], and functional tolerancing based on 

positioning features [23]. This paper follows the concept of functional D&T, the 

details of which are available in [22, 24, 25]. 

From the review of current D&T practices, two major deficiencies have been 

identified: (i) there is an interdisciplinary problem which has been tackled only by 

the designers and (ii) a systematic method for solving the problem is lacking. To 

overcome the interdisciplinary nature of the problem, the Concurrent Engineering 

(CE) approach has been adopted by a number of researchers [26-28]. Farmer [27] 

addresses the second deficiency by developing a matrix format in which he 

represents the D&T problem of a panel guide mechanism. The methodology 

presented in this series of papers expands and enhances this idea.  

The example used to illustrate the proposed methodology is a gear pump 

design in which it is assumed that the conceptual design has been finalized. The 

selected conceptual design drawing of the pump adopted from [29] is given in 

Figure 2. It is also assumed that the dimensional requirements of the gear pump 

have been identified and analysed, and their target values finalized (Table 1). The 

details of extracting dimensional requirements from the customer needs for the 
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gear pump, and setting their target values are available in [30]. For the sake of 

simplicity, not all the gear pump dimensional requirements are included in Table 1.  

Figure 2: Gear Pump Assembly [29]. 

 

Table 1: List of Dimensional Requirements and Their Target Values of a 

Gear Pump [30]. 

 

3.  The Traditional Approach 

Traditionally, from the product design drawing, a designer identifies the critical 

parameters that require control for proper functioning of the design. These are 

known as functional requirements, acknowledging their relationship with the 

function of the product. The functional requirements, which are dimensional in 

nature, are the dimensional requirements of the product. The designer sets the 

target values for each dimensional requirement based on experimental results, 

analytic solutions, handbook data, or past experience.  

The dimensional requirements usually depend on a number of individual 

dimensions and, therefore, the dimensional requirements are also known as 

dependent functional dimensions [31] or sum dimensions [32]. To guarantee the 

function of the product, the designer first identifies the dimensions that directly 

affect each dimensional requirement from the design drawing, and then 

establishes the geometric relationships between each dimensional requirement and 

the functional dimensions affecting that requirement. This relationship is known 

as a functional equation [33] or a fundamental equation [32]. A general functional 

equation can be expressed as follows: 

 

Z  =  f (X1, X2, . . . . . . . , Xn)                           (1) 

 

where, Z is the dimensional requirement, and Xi are the functional dimensions. 
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The system of analysis for deriving functional equations is known as 

geometric analysis, details of which can be found in [31].  The currently available 

tolerance analysis software packages are capable of generating the relationships 

by taking data from 3D CAD models. Once the relationships are known, the 

numerical values of the functional dimensions are determined through tolerance 

allocation.  

One such requirement for the gear pump example is “Control the gap 

between the width of Gear 1 and Body 8”, and the target value for the gap set by 

the designer is (0.32 ± 0.265) mm (Table 1). The three dimensions that directly 

affect the gap are identified from the design drawing (Figure 2). These dimensions 

are the depth of the recess, the thickness of the gasket, and the width of the gear 

(Figure 3). The designer indicates these dimensions in a symbolic form on a part 

drawing. Then, by applying a geometric analysis methodology, a functional 

equation, known as loop equation [31], can be established between the 

dimensional requirement and the related dimensions and tolerances. The equation 

is given below: 

 

(Z ± z) = (L81 ± l81) + (L61 ± l61) - (L11 ± l11)               (2) 

 

where,  (Z ± z) is the gap between the width of the gear and body, (L11 ± 11)  is 

the width of the gear, (L61 ± l61) is the thickness of the gasket, and (L81 ± l81) is 

the depth of the recess. 

Figure 3:  Identification of Functional Dimensions. 

 

This relationship can be used to find the values of the associated functional 

dimensions. However, an acceptable solution for the gear pump design must 

satisfy all dimensional requirements listed in Table 1, and the solution of each 

dimensional requirement requires a number of iterations. Therefore, it would be 

useful to represent the relationships necessary to solve D&T problems in matrix 

form. A matrix will illustrate interactions between each set of items, viz. 
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dimensional requirements, dimensions and tolerances, and process capability 

tolerances. 

4.  Proposed Methodology 

The proposed methodology applies a feature-based parametric model for product 

definition. As such, dimensions and tolerances are initially denoted in a symbolic 

form, and the relationships between each dimensional requirement and the 

dimensions and tolerances are established. These relationships are then 

represented in a matrix format, and finally, the values of dimensions and 

tolerances are determined by satisfying all the relationships represented in the 

matrix.   

In today’s engineering design environment, CE can only be implemented by 

means of computer-based systems [34]. Hence, the proposed methodology is 

developed with its future computer-based application in mind. Consequently, the 

required data can be imported directly from CAD files, thus diminishing the need 

for manual entry.  

A flow-chart to express the different steps involved in the first part of the 

proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 4. The methodology begins with a 

dimensional requirements list (Table 1) and a product design drawing (Figure 2).   

Figure 4: Overview of the Methodology. 

 

4.1 Formation of a Preliminary DR/D Matrix 

The formation of a Dimensional Requirements/Parts matrix, which will eventually 

expand to the dimension level, is proposed; it is called a Preliminary Dimensional 

Requirements/ Dimensions (DR/D) matrix. This matrix is formed by listing the 

dimensional requirements down the left-hand side  and the part names across 

the top . After that, the parts that contribute to the fulfilment of a particular 

dimensional requirement are identified. If a relationship exists between a 

dimensional requirement and a part, then the symbol X is entered into the 
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Preliminary DR/D matrix . X represents a simple relationship without indicating 

its strength. The construction of the Preliminary DR/D matrix ends when all the 

dimensional requirements have been considered (Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Preliminary DR/D Matrix.  

 

4.2 Screening of the Preliminary DR/D Matrix 

The purpose of the screening process,  in Figure 4, is to identify the function of 

each part. This may lead to a reduction in the number of product parts. This is 

achieved by either eliminating a part, or by combining two or more parts into one. 

The reduction of the number of parts is one of the main pillars of the Design for 

Manufacturability (DFM) strategy. DFM is a core element of CE; for this reason, 

the part reduction strategy is included in the proposed methodology. Moreover, 

the reduction in the number of parts may be beneficial from a D&T point of view 

since it often reduces the number of dimensions in a loop equation, enabling the 

tolerance values of the remaining dimensions in the loop to be increased. 

However, thought should be given to the costs involved, as a reduction in the 

number of parts usually increases the complexity of the remaining parts.  

Another purpose of this screening process is to check whether all listed 

dimensional requirements are indeed dimensional in nature. If no relationship 

exists between a dimensional requirement and any part listed, then it should be 

eliminated. 

 

4.3 Establishment of Relationships between Dimensional 
Requirements and Dimensions and Tolerances 

After finalizing the Preliminary DR/D matrix, the next step is to extend each 

relationship to a dimension and tolerance level. To achieve this, the following 

procedure is proposed:  
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• Identify the features that directly affect the dimensional requirements 

within each part . This procedure extends the relationship from each part to the 

feature level. However, it should be noted that the features have already been 

finalized during the configuration design stage.  

• Within each feature, identify the dimensional elements  required by the 

function. These consist of the following dimensional elements: basic size, size 

tolerance, geometric tolerances, and surface texture parameter. The designer has 

to decide which dimensional elements need to be specified . This procedure 

extends the relationship from a feature level to a dimension and tolerance level. 

To perform this task, an in-depth knowledge of relevant standards, such as ISO 

129-2004 [14], is required. Unfortunately, the standards do not prescribe a 

tolerance specification methodology [17]; hence, users must ensure that the 

appropriate standards have been followed. 

• Dimensional element symbols are then entered  in the self-expanding 

DR/D matrix. Further details on the expanded DR/D matrix are given in Figure 6. 

It is worth noting that all the entries at the feature level are similar to the entries 

for the feature control frame, to be specified on the detailed drawing. 

• Subsequently, in the expanded DR/D matrix, for each relationship between 

a dimensional requirement and a dimension and tolerance the symbol X is entered, 

indicating a simple relationship without representing its strength. 

• To facilitate further analysis, the D&T problems are classified into 

different types, such as fitting feature problems, length dimension problems, 

geometric tolerancing problems, and centre distance problems. A detailed 

description of the types of problems involved, and the analysis techniques are 

given in [31]. The problem type is entered on the right-hand side of the matrix . 

• The target values for the dimensional requirements are also entered in the 

right-hand side of the DR/D matrix . 

• An equation representing the relationship between dimensional 

requirements and dimensions and tolerances is derived. This relationship, to be 
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used for further analysis ⑪, is entered into the right-hand side of the DR/D 

matrix. 

The final outcome of the above-described procedure, as applied to a 

dimensional requirement (DR1) from the gear pump example, is displayed in 

Figure 6. The Preliminary DR/D matrix, given in Figure 5, shows that the 

dimensional requirement DR1, i.e. “Control gap between Gear 1 Face and Body 

8” is related to three parts, viz., Part 1: Gear, Part 6: Gasket and Part 8: Body. 

These relationships are then extended first to the feature level, and then to the 

dimension and tolerance level in the following manner. 

First, the question is asked, “The dimensional requirement DR1 is related to 

Part 1, but which feature of Part 1 is related to DR1?” The answer is, “The width 

of the Gear, which is named Feature 11”. Then the question is asked, “To 

represent the relationship between DR1 and Feature 11, which dimensional 

elements of Feature 11 should be specified?” The answer is, “Basic size L11 and 

linear tolerance ± l11”. In a similar manner, relationships between DR1 and Part 

6 and Part 8 are analysed, prompting the entry of Feature 61 and Feature 81, and 

dimensions and tolerances L61 ± l61 and L81 ± l81 into the DR/D matrix. 

Subsequently, the problem type, the relationship between the dimensional 

requirement and the dimensions and tolerances, and the target values are also 

entered into the DR/D matrix. 

Figure 6: Expanded DR/D Matrix. 

  

4.4 Entering Details of Relationships into the DR/D Matrix 

As new dimensions and tolerances are entered into the DR/D matrix, they are 

grouped according to their parts. The build-up of the Part-Feature-Dimension 

hierarchy in the DR/D matrix (Figure 6) is worth noting because it is very useful 

from a manufacturing point of view. This phase of the methodology will end 

when information about all of the dimensional requirements has been entered.   
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4.5 Entering Details of Process Parameters into the DR/D 
Matrix 

The designer’s objective is to satisfy the dimensional requirements by specifying 

dimensions and tolerances, while the manufacturing engineer simultaneously 

applies manufacturing processes to achieve the specified dimensions and 

tolerances. The designer, who is unable to see the consequences of his choices for 

tolerance values, cannot readily make changes. The designer, therefore, tends to 

act conservatively and safely. This often leads to tighter than necessary tolerances, 

known as fear tolerances*

The proposed methodology introduces manufacturing requirements into the 

DR/D matrix. The rationale behind this is to eliminate any miss-matches between 

the dimensions and tolerances (selected by the designer), and the manufacturing 

process capabilities (selected by the manufacturing engineer). The process 

parameters entered into the DR/D matrix ⑫ include the name of the proposed 

manufacturing process, its process capability, and the capability index for the 

manufacture of each feature. These process parameters will be used to calculate 

the process capability tolerance for each process used to manufacture each 

feature.  

, which increase costs. On the other hand, a 

manufacturing engineer always tries to keep the tolerance values as wide as 

possible in an attempt to keep costs at a minimum. A CE environment avoids 

conflict between the designer and the manufacturing engineer since it includes 

representatives from both the design and the manufacturing departments. Since 

both points of views are present in the CE team, the requirements of both the 

designer and the manufacturing engineer can be considered simultaneously. 

                                                 
* This term was coined by Edward Roth, former president of the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers [35]. 
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4.6  Entering Proposed Tolerance Values into the DR/D 
Matrix 

Experienced designers tend to allocate tolerance values based on past experience, 

and while a formal methodology should always be encouraged, situations may 

arise where previous experiences will prove to be beneficial. Keeping this in 

mind, the proposed methodology initially allows some, or all, of the tolerance 

values proposed by the CE team ⑬ to be entered. In search of an optimum 

solution, these previously used tolerance values will have a higher priority than 

other tolerances in the system, although all the proposed tolerance values must be 

compatible with the proposed process capability tolerances. 

 

4.7 Completing the DR/D Matrix  

The DR/D matrix (Figure 7) is a multiple relationship matrix, which makes it 

possible to visually represent the interaction of a number of interrelated sets of 

items viz. dimensional requirements, dimensions and tolerances, and process 

capability tolerances. Besides these relationships, there are others which are not so 

apparent. Different types of relationships illustrated in the DR/D matrix (Figure 8) 

are described below. Numbers shown in L#  boxes refer to relationship types. 

Along each row, dimensions and tolerances are tied to a dimensional 

requirement. This relationship is expressed by a loop equation and is controlled by 

the target value, which imposes performance constraints on the selection of 

dimensions and tolerances. For example, R2 expresses a simple relationship 

between dimension requirement DR2, and the dimensions related to it viz. (D12, -

d12/0) and (D13, 0/+d13). The values of the dimensions and tolerances are 

controlled by the target value TV2 (see L1  in Figure 8). 

Each chosen tolerance must satisfy the process capability requirements. This 

type of relationship imposes manufacturing constraints on the choice of 

tolerances. For example, tolerance d13 must satisfy the process capability 
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tolerance of Process 13 (see L2  in Figure 8). The following formula has been 

utilized by several authors [25, 31, 32, 36] to estimate the process capability 

tolerance achievable through various manufacturing processes. 

 

( )x X X
IT

= +
−

0 45 0 001 103
16

5. .         (3) 

 

where x is the process capability tolerance (mm), X is the manufactured dimension 

(mm), and IT is the International Tolerance grade number, a number that reflects 

the precision of the process.  

Here it should be pointed out that, if reliable data is available from the shop 

floor, actual data should be entered instead of calculating the process capability 

tolerances.   

All tolerances of a feature, viz. size and geometric tolerances, and surface 

texture parameters are controlled by the manufacturing process for that feature. 

For example, size tolerance +d13 and surface texture parameter s13 are all 

produced by Process 13, and they should be compatible with the process 

capability tolerance and the surface texture capability (see L3  in Figure 8). 

Equation 3 shows an additional relationship between basic size and size tolerance. 

In most cases, geometric tolerances are also dependent on the maximum size of 

the feature. 

Within a part, both the functional and non-functional dimensions are related 

through the parts process plan, and these relationships have profound effects on 

the manufacturing cost of the product (see L4  in Figure 8). 

If one or more dimensions are shared by two or more functional equations, 

the functional equations are called coupled functional equations (see L5  in Figure 

8). If none of the dimensions are shared by another functional equation, the 

functional equation is called an independent functional equation. In Figure 8, R3 

is an example of an independent functional equation, and R1, R4 and R6 are 

examples of coupled functional equations. It is interesting to note that, on the 

process level, functional equations R2 and R5 are also coupled functional 
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equations. Here, the coupling follows the common feature (Feature 13), which is 

produced by a common manufacturing process (Process 13). Coupled 

dimensional requirements should be solved simultaneously, and the selected 

coupled tolerance value must match the process capability tolerance. For example, 

tolerance value ±l11 (Figure 8) should be the same for DR1, DR4 and DR6, and it 

should be equal to, or less than, the process capability tolerance achievable 

through Process 11. When the coupling is on the process level, the process 

capability tolerance should match the geometric tolerance and/or surface texture 

parameter through which the coupling follows. For example, s13 and +d13 

(Figure 8) will be produced by the same process (Process 13), and the selected 

tolerance value +d13 and surface texture parameter s13 should match the 

capability of Process 13. 

Besides relationships among dimensional requirements, dimensions and 

tolerances, and process parameters, the DR/D matrix illustrates some other 

information viz. target values, relationships (loop equations), types of dimensional 

requirements, and target differences. The target difference is the difference 

between the value calculated by the dimensional constraints and the specified 

target value. The target difference column (not shown in Figure 7) will be helpful 

when determining the optimal values derived from the DR/D matrix. The 

relationship column will not be necessary once the methodology is integrated into 

a computer-based tool and interfaced with CAD software capable of calculating 

the assembly tolerances from individual dimensions and tolerances. 

Figure 7: Complete DR/D Matrix for Gear Pump Design Example. 
Figure 8: Types of Relationships Illustrated in DR/D Matrix. 

 

5.  Discussion 

It is difficult to come up with a case that includes all the aspects of D&T, and 

finding their solutions is time consuming. Thus, the gear pump example is chosen 

as a compromise between the complexity of a problem and the time required to 
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find the solution. Here, only a 1D problem is presented because it can be 

formulated and solved manually. Complex calculations are required for 

formulating and solving multidimensional problems and several tolerance 

propagation concepts have been reported such as kinematic chain [37], small 

displacement torsor [38], Jacobian transforms [39], and tolerance maps [40]. In 

future a suitable tolerance propagation model has to be integrated with the 

proposed methodology to handle multidimensional problems.  

 The use of a matrix or spreadsheet format for organising D&T problems is 

not new; designers have been using different custom-made formats for years. For 

example, CATS-1D [41] also adopted a spreadsheet format to organize data. 

CATS-1D is a freely available D&T software package based on research carried 

out at Brigham Young University’s ADCATS program. However, their 

representation is not meaningful from a manufacturing point of view because they 

employ an L-shaped matrix to represent two-factor relationships between 

dimensions and their nominal values, tolerances, distributions, capability indices, 

and others. 

The proposed methodology is based on the matrix format developed by 

Farmer [27]; however, there are significant differences between the two 

approaches. These are outlined below: 

The proposed methodology groups the dimensions on a part basis, where the 

relationships between a part, a feature, and the dimensions become visible in a 

hierarchical structure. Farmer [27] grouped the dimensions into size, geometry, 

surface texture, etc. This type of grouping has no practical significance as the 

dimensions will be produced as elements of a part. Moreover, grouping into size, 

geometry, surface texture etc. fails to represent the interrelationships between all 

the features and dimensions within each part (relationship type L4  in Figure 8) 

and the relationships between each feature and the processes used to manufacture 

(relationship type L3  in Figure 8). These relationships are very important for 

selecting proper manufacturing processes, because the selected process has to 

simultaneously satisfy all the requirements for size tolerance, geometric 

tolerances, and surface texture parameters. The consideration of part levels as a 
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building block is also significant from an inspection point of view, because if any 

functional dimension is out of specification then that part will be rejected. 

In the Function/Dimension matrix, Farmer [27] uses the symbol X to register 

a simple relationship and numbers, e.g., 1 or -1 are used where a definite 

relationship exists. These numbers represent coefficients for individual 

dimensions in a loop equation, and they are only possible when the relationships 

are linear; however, in practice not all relationships are linear. Moreover, if the 

matrix uses numbers to represent the variable coefficients in the loop equation, 

then the same matrix cannot be used to solve the dimensioning problem, which 

requires a place to store the actual variable values after each iteration. For this 

reason, in the present methodology, X is used to represent all types of 

relationships, and extra columns are added to store the actual relationships. This 

allows the proposed methodology to handle both linear and non-linear 

relationships.  

After completing the representation of the D&T problem, the next step is to 

find the values of individual dimensions and tolerances, indicated by X, in such a 

way that they satisfy all of the relationships built into the DR/D matrix. This is 

done through a number of iterations, which need a platform at each step to store 

the values. The DR/D matrix will be used for this purpose. In contrast, in the 

traditional approach, the designer selects one dimensional requirement at a time 

and finds its solution through several iterations, without having any clear idea of 

what is expected next. Because D&T requires numerous trade-offs, it is always 

beneficial to have a complete picture of the problem, which the proposed 

methodology gives.  

 

6.  Concluding Remarks 

• This paper presents the first part of a methodology to determine the 

dimension and tolerance values for a product from the dimensional requirements. 

The methodology provides a systematic and meaningful way of representing all 

the necessary relationships in a matrix format, known as DR/D matrix. 
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• The newly developed DR/D matrix is a powerful tool that gives a complete 

picture of the complex relationships that must be satisfied to determine the 

dimensions and tolerances of the component parts and sub-assemblies of a 

product.  

• All the relationships that must be satisfied are already built into the DR/D 

matrix; consequently, any violation of them will become immediately noticeable 

to the user. 

• In the second paper, the DR/D matrix will be used as a platform for D&T 

problems where results can be stored, crosschecked, and eventually optimized 

through an iterative process.  
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Table 1. List of Dimensional Requirements and their Target Values of a Gear 

Pump  

 

              Dimensional Requirements Target Values
DR01 Control gap between Gear 1 face and Body 8 Gap = 0.32 ± 0.265 mm
DR02 Control gap between Gear 3 face and Body 8 Gap = 0.32 ± 0.265 mm
DR03 Control gap between Gear 1 periphery and Body 8 0 < Gap ≤ 0.4 mm
DR04 Control gap between Gear 3 periphery and Body 8 0 < Gap ≤ 0.4 mm
DR05 Select fit for Bearing and Driving Shaft Fit = 0.034 ± 0.018 mm
DR06 Select fit for Bearing and Driven Shaft Fit = 0.034 ± 0.018 mm
DR07 Select fit for Cover hole and Driving Shaft Loose running fit
DR08 Select fit for Cover hole and Driven Shaft Fit = 0.085 ± 0.035 mm
DR09 Select fit for Body hole and Bolt Fit = 0.008 ± 0.008 mm
DR10 Selected fit for Gear 1 hole and Driving shaft Fit = -0.024 ± 0.017 mm
DR11 Selected fit for Gear 1 hole and Driven shaft Fit = -0.024 ± 0.017 mm
DR12 Select fit for Body and Locating Pins Interference fit
DR13 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Body) 0 < Angular play ≤ 3'
DR14 Select fit for Cover and Locating Pins Close positional fit
DR15 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Cover) 0 < Angular play ≤ 3'
DR16 Select fit for Stop and Body Fit = 0.052 ± 0.052 mm
DR17 Select fit for Stop and Driving Shaft Slack running fit
DR18 Select fit for Stop and Driving Pulley Normal running fit
DR19 Select fit for Body and Sealing Nut H6g6
DR20 Select fit for Cover Hole and Bolt Slack running fit
DR21 Select fit for Cover Hole and Bolt Head Slack running fit  
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Figure 1 Schematic Representation of the Methodology 
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Figure 2. Gear Pump Assembly [29] 
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Clearance = Depth of Recess + Thickness of Gasket – 
Width of the Gear 

 

 

Figure 3. Identification of Functional Dimensions 
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(see Figure 5 for details)
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Figure 4. Overview of Method  
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Parts List
1. Gear 2. Dr. Shaft 3. Gear 4. Dn. Shaft 5. Cover 6. Gasket 7. Locating Pin 8. Body 9. Bolt 12. Pulley 13. Sealing Nut 14. Stop

DR01 Control gap between Gear 1 face and Body 8 X  X X
DR02 Control gap between Gear 3 face and Body 8 X X X
DR03 Control gap between Gear 1 periphery and Body 8 X X   X
DR04 Control gap between Gear 3 periphery and Body 8 X X X
DR05 Select fit for Bearing and Driving Shaft X X
DR06 Select fit for Bearing and Driven Shaft  X X
DR07 Select fit for Cover hole and Driving Shaft X  X X
DR08 Select fit for Cover hole and Driven Shaft X X
DR09 Select fit for Body hole and Bolt X X
DR10 Selected fit for Gear 1 hole and Driving shaft X X
DR11 Selected fit for Gear 3 hole and Driven shaft X X  
DR12 Select fit for Body and Locating Pins X X
DR13 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Body) X X
DR14 Select fit for Cover and Locating Pins X X
DR15 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Cover) X  X
DR16 Select fit for Stop and Body  X X
DR17 Select fit for Stop and Driving Shaft X  X
DR18 Select fit for Stop and Driving Pulley X X  
DR19 Select fit for Body and Sealing Nut X  X

DR20 Select fit for Cover Hole and Bolt X X

DR21 Select fit for Cover Hole and Bolt Head  X X  

Figure 5. Preliminary DR/D Matrix

Dimensional Requirements
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Dimensional Requirement
 

 

 L11 ± l11 L61 ± l61 L81 ± l81

DR1: Control gap between Gear 1 Face and Body 8 X X X X X X

 

  

 (Z ± z) = (L81 ± l81) + (L61 ± l61) - (L11 ± l11) 
 

Figure 6. Expanding Relationships to Dimension and Tolerance Level

1.1 Width

6. Gasket

8.1 Recess6.1 Thickness

Dimensional Specifications of Design
1.Gear 8. Body

 Relationship

Dimension levelFeature level

Part level

DR Type Target Value

Length Dimension Z = 0.32 ± 0.265

A

A
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1. Gear 2. Driving Shaft 3. Gear
1.1 Width 1.2 Diameter 1.3 Hole Diameter 2.1 Dia M.J. 2.2 Dia G.M. 2.3 Dia S.J. 2.4 Dia M. P. 3.1 Width 3.2 Diameter 3.3 Hole Diameter
L11 ± l11 D12 - d12 D13 d13 p13,12 D21 - d21 D22 - d22 D23 - d23 D24 - d24 L31 ± l31 D32 - d32 D33 d33 p33,32

DR01 Control gap between Gear 1 face and Body 8 X X  
DR02 Control gap between Gear 3 face and Body 8 X X
DR03 Control gap between Gear 1 periphery and Body 8 X X X X X X X X X   
DR04 Control gap between Gear 3 periphery and Body 8 X X X X X
DR05 Select fit for Bearing and Driving Shaft X X
DR06 Select fit for Bearing and Driven Shaft  
DR07 Select fit for Cover hole and Driving Shaft X X
DR08 Select fit for Cover hole and Driven Shaft  
DR09 Select fit for Body hole and Bolt
DR10 Selected fit for Gear 1 hole and Driving shaft X X X X  
DR11 Selected fit for Gear 3 hole and Driven shaft X X A
DR12 Select fit for Body and Locating Pins
DR13 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Body)
DR14 Select fit for Cover and Locating Pins
DR15 Control angular play of Locating Pins (Cover)
DR16 Select fit for Stop and Body  
DR17 Select fit for Stop and Driving Shaft X X  
DR18 Select fit for Stop and Driving Pulley X X
DR19 Select fit for Body and Sealing Nut
DR20 Select fit for Body and Sealing Nut
DR21 Select fit for Cover Hole and Bolt Head  

Proposed Tolerance (mm) BS BS 0.15 BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS
Process Capability (IT grade) 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 9 9 10 10 8 8 8
Proposed Capability Index 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33
Proposed Manufacturing Process   Turning    Turning Reaming    Grinding   Grinding Fine Turning Fine Turning   Turning    Turning Reaming

BS = Basic Size

Figure 7 . Complete DR/D Matrix

Dimensional Requirements
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4. Driven Shaft 5. Cover   6. Gasket 7. Locating Pin

4.1 Dia M.J. 4.2 Dia G.M. 4.3 Dia S.J. 5.1 S.B. Dia 5.2 S.B. Dia 5.4 Hole dia LP 5.5 Hole dia Bolt 5.7 Distance LPX 5.8 Distance LPY 6.1 Thickness     7.1 Diameter Depth of R.
D41 - d41 D42 - d42 D43 - d43 D51 d51 D52 d52 D54 d54 D56 d56 L57 ± l57 L58 ± l58 L61 ± l61 D71 - d71 L81 ± 81

X X X X
X X X X

  
X X X X

X X
 X X

X X  X X

 
A X X  B

X X
 X X
X X   X X
X X X X X X  X X

 

 
X X

X X  
BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS
6 6 6 6 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 7 7

1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33   1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33
   Grinding   Grinding Fine Turning Fine Turning   Reaming   Fine Turning   Fine Turning         Reaming        Reaming Purchased Part        Fine Turning    Boring

Figure 7 (Cotd). Complete DR/D Matrix
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8. Body          9. Bolt
8.2 Dia M.B. 8.3 Dia R 8.4 Dia M.B. 8.5 Dia R 8.7 Bolt H 8.8 Distance LPX 8.9 Distance LPY 8.10 Hole LP 8.11 Hole Stop 8.12 Dia S.N. 9.1 Diameter 9.2 BH Dia
D82 d82 D83 d83 D84 d84 D85 d85 D87 d87 L88 ± 88 L89 ± 89 D810 d810 D811 d811 D812 d812 D91 - d91 D92 - d92

X X X X
X X X X

X X
 X X

X X

X X X X

B  C
  X X
X X X X X X

 
 X X

 
X X  

X X   
X X

BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS 6 BS BS
8 8 8 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7

1.33 1.33 1.33 1.3 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.3 1.33 1.3 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33
Fine Boring    Boring Fine Boring   Boring Grinding         Reaming         Reaming    Grinding        Boring       Honing     Grinding Fine Turning

Figure 7 (Cotd). Complete DR/D Matrix
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10. Pulley 13. Sealing Nut          14. Stop
12.1 Mount H   13. 1 Dia S.Nut 14.1 Ext. Dia 14.2 Int. Dia Type Target Values Relationships Relationships
D121 d121 D131 - d131 D141 -d141 D142 - d142

LD Gap = 0.32 ± 0.265 mm Zmin = (L11 + L61 + L81) - (l11 + l61 + l81) Zmax = (L11 + L61 + L81) + (l11 + l61 + l81)
LD Gap = 0.32 ± 0.265 mm Zmin = (L31 + L61 + L81) - (l31 + l61 + l81) Zmax = (L31 + L61 + L81) + (l31 + l61 + l81)
MX 0 < Gap ≤ 0.4 mm Cmin = (D21 - D82) + (D13 - D22) + p83,82 + p13,12 Cmax = (D83 - D21) + (d83 + d21)
MX 0 < Gap ≤ 0.4 mm Cmin = (D41 - D84) + (D33 - D42) + p85,84 + p33,32 Cmax = (D85 - D32) + (d85 + d32)
FF Fit = 0.034 ± 0.018 mm MF = (D82 - D21) + (d82 + d21)/2 VAR = (d82 + d12)/2
FF Fit = 0.034 ± 0.018 mm MF = (D84 - D41) + (d84 + d41)/2 VAR = (D84 + d41)/2
FF Loose running fit MF = (D51 - D23) + (d51+ d23)/2 VAR = (d51 + d23)/2
FF Fit = 0.085 ± 0.035 mm MF = (D52 - D43) + (d52 + d43)/2 VAR = (d52 + d43)/2
FF Fit = 0.008 ± 0.008 mm MF = (D87 - D91) + (d87+ d91)/2 VAR = (d87 + d91)/2
FF Fit = -0.024 ± 0.017 mm MF = (D22 - D13) - (d22 + d13)/2 VAR = (d84 + d41)/2

C FF Fit = -0.024 ± 0.017 mm MF = (D42 - D33) - (d42+ d33)/2 VAR = (d42 + d3)/2
FF Interference fit MF = (D71 - D810) + (d71 + d810)/2 VAR = (d71 + d810)/2
MX 0 < Angular play ≤ 3' Thetamax = [(D810 - D71) + (d810 + d71)]/BC1 BC1 = SQRT[((L88)(L88) + (L89) + (L89)]
FF Close positional fit MF = (D54 - D71) + (d54 + d71)/2 VAR = (d54+ d71)/2

 MX 0 < Angular play ≤ 3' Thetamax = [(D54 - D71) + (d54+ d71)]/BC2 BC2 = SQRT[((L57)(L57) + (L58) + (L58)]
 X X  FF Fit = 0.052 ± 0.052 mm MF = (D811 - D141) + (d811 + d141)/2 VAR = (d811 + d141)/2

 X X FF Slack running fit MF = (D142 - D21) + (d142 + d21)/2 VAR = (d142 + d21)/2
X X  FF Normal running fit MF = (D121 - D24) + (d121 + d24)/2 VAR = (d121 + d24)/2

X X FF H6g6 MF = (D131 - D812) + (d131 + d812)/2 VAR = (d131 + d812)/2
FF Slack running fit MF = (D91 - D54) + (d91 + d54)/2 VAR = (d91 + d54)/2

  FF Slack running fit MF = (D92 - D56) + (d92 + d56)/2 VAR = (d92 + d56)/2
BS BS BS BS
7 7 6 6 7 7 7 7

1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33
   Reaming         Grinding Fine Turning     Reaming
BS = Basic Size LD = Length Dimension problem  FF = Fitting Feature problem MX = Mixed Type problem
MF = Mean Fit VAR = Variation

Figure 7 (Cotd). Complete DR/D Matrix
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 Part No 1    

Dimensional Requirements   Feature 13    Target Value Relationship Target

L11 ± l11 D12 - d12 D13 + d13 s13 D21 Difference

 DR 1: X X TV 1 R1  

 DR 2: X X X X TV 2 R2  

 DR 3:       TV 3 R3  

 DR 4: X X TV 4 R4  

  DR 5: X  TV 5 R5  

 DR 6: X X TV 6 R6  

 DR 7: TV 7 R7  

 ……  ….. ….. ……

 DR N: TV N RN  

 Proposed Tolerance (mm)         

 Process Capability (IT grade)         

 Capability Index         

 Proposed Manufacturing Process     

L = Distance b/n two parallel planes  Process Plan for Part No 1

D = Cylindrical dimension

s = Surface texture parameter

 

 

Figure 8. Types of Relationships Illustrated in DR/D Matrix

Process 11 Process 12

Feature 11 Feature 12

Process 13

Non-functional Dimensions of 
Part No 1

4

2

5

3
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